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Thesis
Company Overview
Jack in the Box (“JACK”) operates and franchises Jack in the Box quick-service restaurants (“QSR”) and
Qdoba Mexican Grill fast-casual restaurants. JACK also operates an attractive real estate business,
whereby it collects rent from franchises on its portfolio of wholly owned properties or below-market
leasehold assets.

Business Segments
Jack In The Box (“JIB”, ~48% of 2012E EBITDA)
As JACK’s original line of business, Jack In The Box has a 60 year operating history and is currently the 5th largest QSR
hamburger chain in the US, with a number two or three position in most of its major markets. JIB touts excellent brand
loyalty and recognition amongst consumers, and while ~70% of locations are located in California and Texas, this affords
significant potential to expand geographic reach (stores are currently located in only 19 states).
The company currently has 2236 total units: 634 company-operated and 1602 franchised (72% franchised). JIB’s SSS were
up 1.8% across the system in FY ’11, and were up 3.6% in Q1 ’12. AUV’s are currently ~$1.3mm.
Qdoba (~12% of 2012E EBITDA)
Acquired by JACK in 2003 for ~$43mm when it was comprised of just 85 restaurants, Qdoba is currently the second
largest fast-casual Mexican food chain in the US behind Chipotle Mexican Grill and is the largest franchisee system in the
segment.
Qdoba features an extremely popular concept with a very long growth runway given ~15-20% annual unit expansion
potential for the foreseeable future. The concept has a diversified geographical footprint with a store base spread out over
43 states with minimal single state concentration.
The company currently has 597 total units: 262 company-operated and 335 franchised. (56% franchised). Qdoba SSS were
up 5.3% across the system in FY ’11, and were up 3.8% in Q1 ’12. AUV’s are currently ~$961k.
Real Estate (~40% of 2012E EBITDA)
JACK also has a substantial portfolio of wholly-owned real estate assets as well as long-term, below-market leasehold
assets from which it derives a healthy rent roll from its underlying franchisees (on the JIB side of the business). JACK
generally collects net rents equivalent to 3.5% of sales; in FY 2011, the company generated over $60mm in rental income.
JIB owns a total of 874 buildings, of which 231 are on company owned-land. As JACK continues to refranchise its system
(more on this below) and rents additional property to its franchisees, this income stream should grow meaningfully over
time.

Business Transformation
In 2005, JACK set out to refranchise its entire JIB store base, taking the percent of franchised units from roughly 25% at the
time to over 70% today. The company has successfully refranchised over 1000 units since it began the program, for total
proceeds of over $400mm (or ~33% of the company’s current market cap). The company’s goal is to take this proportion
to ~80% by 2013 and doing so should generate an additional ~$50mm in proceeds. As a result of this shift, rather than
operating the restaurants themselves, JACK will instead primarily collect a 5% royalty fee on its underlying franchisees’
gross sales going forward.
Refranchising is an attractive strategy for restaurant operators for a number of reasons. Franchise businesses feature
high-margin (often >50% EBITDA margins), high free cash flow and highly scalable, recurring revenue streams that are less
subject to commodity and other business risks. Franchise business models are extremely attractive in that they allow for
growth with minimal if any capex investments. Their cash flows are also typically less volatile, more stable and predictable

and are deserving of a higher multiple than pure restaurant operators. Indeed, due to these attractive characteristics,
franchise business tend to trade a multiples of 10-12x EBITDA for more mature businesses like JIB, and at even higher
multiples for rapidly growing concepts such as Qdoba (>15x). Other benefits of this strategy include the potential to
reduce SG&A costs (which remain highly elevated at JACK) as the company exits the business of operating restaurants,
as well as the potential for an increase in sales as franchisees are often better and more efficient operators than their
corporate counterparts.

Reimaging Strategy
In addition to its refranchising program, beginning in 2006, JACK also embarked on a large scale re-imaging project,
whereby it set out to renovate the entirety of JIB units in order to bring them up to date and make them more appealing
to consumers. JACK recently completed this costly, multi-year program and effectively modernized its entire system-wide
store base. JACK has been able to grow SSS and profitability through increased traffic and interest post-renovation. In total,
this program has cost nearly $250mm over its lifetime, or about 20% of the company’s current market cap.
Valuation/Sum-Of-The-Parts
JACK currently trades at a significant discount to its franchise-oriented quick service and fast casual peers as the company
has historically been a low-margin, capital intensive restaurant business. However, as JACK transitions its business into a
higher quality franchise model and highlights the value of its Qdoba concept, shares should rise substantially as investors
award JACK a more appropriate multiple that is reflective of this successful transformation.
Specifically, JACK trades at ~7.6x 2012E EBITDA which is materially beneath where JACK’s relevant peers trade, given
median multiples of 10-12x estimated 2012 EBITDA within fully-franchised QSR industry. This is even more pronounced for
Qdoba, with relevant fast casual comps trading in excess of 15-20x estimated 2012 EBITDA.
Given JACK’s many business segments, each offering different growth and margin profiles, I believe the most appropriate
valuation methodology for the company is a sum-of-the-parts analysis.
Applying median market multiples from relevant peers to the company’s various businesses, I estimate the following
values:
• Jack In The Box: $936mm, given 10x estimated 2012 EBITDA of ~$94mm
• Qdoba: $315mm, given 14x estimated 2012 EBITDA of $22.5mm
• Real Estate: $970mm, given an 8% cap rate on an estimated 2012 FFO/EBITDA of $78mm
Subtracting out the company’s net debt of $~480mm, I estimate an enterprise value for the business of ~$2.2bn, which
translates to a share price for JACK of roughly $39 and an upside potential of ~50%. Said differently, at currently levels you
are essentially buying Jack’s Qdoba and Real Estate assets at reasonable market prices and creating the JIB line at just
~3.6x EBITDA – nearly 6 turns below that of comparable QSR franchise peers.

Variant Perspective/Why This Opportunity Exists
JACK is trading at a deep discount to its intrinsic value for a number of reasons.
First, the dynamic nature of JACK’s business and its many moving pieces obfuscates the company’s true underlying value.
JACK essentially operates in five segments (JIB – company-operated and franchise, Qdoba – company-operated and
franchise, and real estate), which on a consolidated basis make it difficult to discern the economics of the company’s
individual business lines. Only in piecing together various tables within the company’s financials as well as different bits of
information it has disclosed over the years in its investor presentation does the quality of its businesses begin to become
apparent.

Masking the company’s free cash flow generating potential in recent years has been its aforementioned reimaging
program, which has served to temporarily elevate capex well above normalized levels. At first glance these expenditures
are startling but these heightened figures are actually transient in nature. As a result, JACK appears to trade at an
extremely high multiple on a EBITDA-capex basis (nearly 13X), but this is highly misleading. Jack’s true maintenance/
expansion going forward should drop precipitously from the $100+mm it exhibited in 2011 (due to ongoing store
renovations and remodels) to roughly ~$35mm. (Note, while Qdoba’s capex expense is likely to ramp from $25mm today
to up to $90mm by 2015 as JACK looks to build out this segment more quickly, it is important to distinguish this spending
from on-going maintenance expenditures on the legacy JIB line – which it is not. Rather, JACK is prudently investing in the
future growth of Qdoba and it is therefore unfair to penalize the consolidated JACK entity for this associated capex).
Additionally, there continues to be a gross misperception of JACK’s business model in the marketplace. While JACK
has largely converted to a brand royalty and real estate business, it continues to trade as a capital intensive restaurant
business, causing it to trade at a meaningful discount to similar franchise oriented peers despite its ongoing refranchising
efforts. To understand the scope of this misperception, I estimate that JACK’s franchise and real estate businesses currently
generate over 65% of consolidated EBITDA, and over 100% of consolidated EBITDA when adjusting JACK’s JIB companyoperated unit EBITDA for requisite franchise fees (i.e., these units would not be profitable as currently run if they were
standalone franchisee restaurants). Despite these overwhelming figures, the market continues to treat JACK as a lowmargin restaurant operator.
Qdoba’s relatively small size has lead to an underppareciation of the franchise. As a small fraction of JACK’s sales, Qdoba
receives very little attention and is largely ignored by the investment community. Qdoba is thus largely a hidden asset, as
investors have consistently failed to give JACK any consideration for the value of the business.
Finally, JACK receives incomplete sell-side analyst coverage. While JACK is logically covered by restaurant analysts, they
tend not to fully appreciate the company’s real estate assets, which serve not only as a key source of value but also as a
significant differentiator versus JACK’s QSR peers. Since revenues from this segment are rolled up into franchise sales, few
investors give JACK credit for its real estate portfolio.

Catalysts/Opportunities for Value Creation
There are a number of potential near-term catalysts that can serve to close the massive discrepancy to fair value currently
present in JACK shares. These include:
Continued Rapid Expansion of the Qdoba franchise
Given its relatively low current unit count, extremely popular concept and potential for significant expansion,
Qdoba’s long-term value has the potential to be significantly higher than what it is today. Based on a ~960 unit
cont by 2015 and a reasonable 3% SSS growth, the enterprise value of the Qdoba segment alone could be more
than twice its current estimated enterprise value, adding an additional nearly $7 to the current share price or more
than 27% upside to the current share price.
Eventual spin-off / IPO / separation of the Qdoba franchise
Today, Qdoba is essentially a hidden asset that many investors are not even aware JACK owns. A full or partial
spin-off of Qdoba would help alleviate this discrepancy and unlock significant shareholder value. The strategic
rationale for a spin-off is almost overwhelming. Given the different growth potential and trends between Jack
In The Box and Qdoba, the two businesses deserve vastly differently earnings multiples which a separation
would allow investors to properly assign. As it currently stands, Qdoba is using the prolific cash flow of it’s the
JIB subsidiary to fuel its expansion plans, whereas an IPO or sub-IPO would raise sufficient capital to grow the
business and make it easier for the market to value the two businesses appropriately. Additionally, a spin-off

or other monetization would allow management of both companies to dedicate the proper amount of focus to
growing and improving each segment with minimal distraction. Beyond this, as mentioned above, investors often
look at JACK’s consolidated capex, which appears elevated for a mature business, while the bulk of it will come
from its growth unit going forward. This further supports the rationale for separating the two companies as their
differences in life cycle and growth potential impede the market from assigning affair multiple on each side of the
business. Finally, upon separation, Qdoba would be one of only two publicly listed fast-casual Mexican food chains
(and the only franchised one), representing a unique and scarce pure-play asset which would attract passive
investors as well as strategic acquirers.
In speaking with the company’s Investor Relation’s department, it’s clear that management is aware that the
value of Qdoba is not being properly reflected in the share price. Indeed, the company has intimated that it is
only a matter of time before Qdoba is spun off – probably once it reaches what they deem to be significant scale.
Management sees the potential for up to 2000 units, versus 600 today, though a spinoff would likely occur well
before that as it would give the company a currency through which to expand the concept and allow management
to rightfully dedicate the proper amount of time to develop and nurture the business.
Ongoing refranchising efforts
JACK’s initial goal was to take the JIB system to ~80% franchised by 2012. However, since on an adjusted basis
JACK’s company-operated stores are actually money-losing, there is no reason not to take this proportion closer
to 90-100%. Doing so would generate additional refranchising proceeds and create more of a pure-play franchise
opportunity. As such, management should consider exiting the operating business entirely, commit to a mostly
franchise model and devote its resources to building its brands and running a leaner organization.
Completion of re-imaging program
As JACK’s reimaging program comes to a close, its capex spending should revert to maintenance levels and the
company’s true FCF generating potential will be made clear and visible to the market. Additionally, remodeling
and construction at renovated stores has lead to a temporary decline in business at certain locations, which should
reverse as the work is finished on these units, thereby improving overall system sales.
Recognition of business model shift
Most investors continue to view JACK as a capital intensive, low margin restaurant operator as opposed to a highmargin brand royalty business. This has resulted in a depressed multiple for JACK versus similar peers.
Management is aware of this misperception and has been working hard (for instance, by hosting a much
anticipated and long overdue investor day) to raise awareness around the nature of JIB’s true business model.
As the market comes to appreciate JACK’s business model transformation, its value in the market should rise
commensurately.
Continued margin improvement
While JACK has done an admirable job transforming its business model in recent years, its SG&A costs remain
bloated. Franchise models typically require significantly lower SG&A spend to run their businesses. Despite this,
while JACK’s franchise base has risen from ~40% to 70% since 2008, its SG&A costs have fallen by just $35mm
(15% of total) over the same period. Importantly, these savings have come entirely from a reduction in marketing
expenses, implying that core G&A costs have not right-sized, providing a significant opportunity to improve
profitability and one that management is tackling head-on.
For comparison, while JACK spends $153mm on G&A costs per year over a ~2800 unit systemwide store base,
Burger King currently spends $249mm over its store base which is 4.5x larger than JACK’s at ~12,500 units. This
figure has been reduced substantially from $356mm under the stewardship of 3G Capital, Burger King’s private

equity owners, in just 1.5 yrs. While the two are not apples to apples to comparison given the slight differential in
franchise mix and JACK’s burgeoning Qdoba concept, these figures show the extent to which JACK’s cost structure
is bloated and inefficient. If JACK’s management were to apply this same “ownership” vision and efficiency and cut
G&A costs by 30%, it would create nearly $9 additional dollars of value versus a share price of ~$26 today.
Acquisition / Buyout
Given its digestible size, JACK is an attractive buyout candidate for a number of strategic (those looking to enter
or grow in the burger and/or Mexican food space) and financial buyers (PE has been highly acquisitive in the
restaurant space historically, given their high FCF characteristics and opportunity for margin improvement). While
a buyer may wait for the eventual spin of Qdoba before making an offer for the business, it remains likely that the
company gets purchased in the near term for a number of reasons, including:
• Good “core” FCF characteristics that are temporarily depressed and masked by reimaging program
• With re-imaging nearly complete, a buyer is essentially getting the capital improvements JACK has
already put in place for free
• Refranchising proceeds can act as dividends and provide an additional revenue source through which
to finance the transaction
• Real estate assets provide downside support
• Potential for significant margin improvement in core business
• Scaling up of Qdoba franchise may be better executed in the private market
Transformative real estate transaction
In light of JACK’s refranchising strategy which will result in vastly lower company operated restaurant units, JACK
now has less of a need to own its own buildings, creating the opportunity for the company to monetize some or all
of its real estate portfolio.
Given the substantial value embedded in these assets, the potential exists for a separation of real estate assets into
separate entity and subsequent REIT conversion or a numbers alternative transactions (IPO, sub-IPO, sale to strategic
acquirer or triple net lease REIT) to create a more efficient capital structure, shield future taxes and unlock the inherent
value of the company’s assets.

Conclusion
JACK is nearing the successful completion of a dramatic multi-year transformation of its business model, taking it from a
low-margin, capital intensive restaurant operating business to a high-quality, high-margin, asset light, annuity-like brand
royalty and real estate business. Despite this transition, the company continues to trade as a low-multiple restaurant
operator as opposed to a high-multiple franchise business as the market has yet to fully appreciate the changes the
company has undergone in recent years. Additionally, the company owns substantial hidden assets – a popular and fast
growing Qdoba segment, a fast-casual Mexican food business, as well a portfolio of rent generating real estate assets –
that are not currently factored into its share price.
Taking into account the company’s disparate operating segments and its largely misunderstood business model, JACK
currently a material discount to its intrinsic value on a sum-of-the-parts basis and offers a base-case upside potential
of ~50%. Additionally, when factoring in the growth potential of Qdoba, the prospect of taking the JACK line up to 90%
franchised as well as a 30% reduction in corporate level G&A expenses, JACK is currently trading less than 6x potential
EBITDA (~$250mm) – unheard of for a franchise business – and at market multiples, its shares could conceivably be worth
$57 by 2015, for a rate of return of nearly 120%.

